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CONCERNING NEXT GENERATION 9-1-1
Chairman Cook and committee members; thank you for the invitation to speak to the Committee
regarding the study of Next Generation 9-1-1. As discussed at your previous meeting, NDCC
Chapter 57-40.6 places the responsibility for implementing the Emergency Services
Communications System (or 9-1-1) with local government; however it establishes the
Emergency Services Communications Coordinating Committee (ESC3) to coordinate planning
and make recommendations to the Legislature (NDCC 57-40.6-12). The section of statute and
the current members of the ESC3 are attached to this testimony (Item 1).
I am here today as a member of the ESC3, and wish to provide your Committee with information
regarding its activities since the close of the Legislative Session – focusing most specifically on
our efforts regarding Next Generation 9-1-1. The group has met five times in the last six
months, and will probably be meeting at similar frequency throughout the Interim. As the
group’s responsibilities all directly or indirectly relate to NG911, I will briefly address them as
they are outlined in the statute.
a. Recommend to the legislative management changes to the operating standards for
emergency services communications, including training or certification standards for
dispatchers;

Long-term, this may very likely be the most important duty of this body. While North Dakota
looked quite good in the recent national news investigation of “9-1-1 standards”, the evaluation
and updating of operating and training standards is still critical – particularly as we begin to
incorporate the new and additional data streams into our public safety answering points that
NG911 enables. The ESC3 has collected and begun to analyze standards from surrounding
states and from other states that have recently made changes. These examples, along with our
current statutory standards (NDCC 57-40.6-10) have been distributed to the North Dakota
9-1-1 Association (an organization of local government and industry representatives) to solicit
comments. The ESC3 anticipates devoting meeting time to open debate of possible standards,
and then a period of review and comment of draft proposals before presenting them to the
appropriate interim Legislative Committees.
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b. Develop guidelines regarding the allowable uses of the fee revenue collected under
this chapter;

Official guidelines were developed through a series of public meetings and public comment
periods throughout 2007. The final guidelines were made effective by the ESC3 on January 1,
2008. Since that time, almost every meeting has included questions regarding their
interpretation with respect to very specific communication costs. The guidelines were
amended in June of 2009, adding a process for the ESC3 to follow if there is credible
information suggesting that a 9-1-1 jurisdiction is expending funds in a manner the does not
comply with the guidelines. The jurisdictional reports (discussed below) have indicated that all
jurisdictions have been in compliance since the guideline’s effective date. This responsibility
will be ongoing as the new requirements of NG911 are incorporated into PSAP operations – to
ensure that the limited fee revenue is used appropriately and effectively.
c. Request, receive, and compile reports from each governing body on the use of the
proceeds of the fee imposed under this chapter, analyze the reports with respect to
the guidelines, file its report with the legislative council by November first of each
even-numbered year regarding the use of the fee revenue, and recommend to the
legislative assembly the appropriate maximum fee allowed by section 57-40.6-02;

In compliance with the statutory requirement, every 9-1-1 jurisdiction submits reports on the
use of their fee proceeds and this information has been compiled by the ESC3 into formal
reports to the Legislature in 2002, 2004, 2006, and 2008. (On file with the receiving Interim
Committee’s materials). There are two documents that are used to report the jurisdictional
information. Every 9-1-1 jurisdiction completes the “financial” document (Attached - Item 2)
and each of the jurisdictions operating a PSAP also completes a much more detailed
“operational” document that defines equipment, staffing levels, call volumes, etc. With the
close of county and city books on December 31, 2009, completion of these reports has again
been requested, and the results will be compiled by the ESC3 for presentation to the
appropriate interim Legislative Committees.
d.

Periodically evaluate chapter 57-40.6 and recommend changes to the legislative
management;

Recommendations to update 57-40.6 were made and subsequently implemented in 2003, 2005,
and 2007. These changes primarily addressed new and changing telecommunication
technologies, ensuring that they were adequately addressed in the code. It seems likely that
changes may be recommended during this interim to section 57-40.6-10 regarding operational
and training standards, as discussed above.
e. Serve as the governmental body to coordinate plans for implementing emergency 911
services and internet protocol enabled emergency applications for 911.

At your previous meeting, I provided this Committee with an overview regarding the
importance of implementing “internet protocol enabled emergency applications” (as stated in
the law) or as commonly termed “Next Generation 9-1-1” (NG911) and why the federal
government is pushing this issue so strongly.
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To briefly restate the issue and put things in perspective; since the beginnings of 9-1-1
nationwide in 1968 and in North Dakota in 1985, phone companies (under contract with local
government) have routed 9-1-1 calls over dedicated analog “copper-pairs” – the same type of
lines that have carried voice calls in North Dakota since 1877. Through very significant
investment by local government and superb cooperation and innovation by phone companies,
we have been able to leverage this analog system to handle cellular and Voice-over-Internet
Protocol (VoIP) 9-1-1 calls. But that is the limit – for the host of new, large-volume digital
devices needing a way to contact Public Safety Answering Points through the 9-1-1 system,
this analog system will not work. It is not possible, nor cost-effective, to continue with this
network into the future, and we must begin the transition to a network built on a broadband
Internet Protocol infrastructure.
During your last meeting I mentioned the NG911 Master Plan for North Dakota that was
prepared by L.Robert Kimball & Associates under contact to the joint powers entity created by
the 54 counties and cities that levy a 9-1-1 fee. The Executive Summary of the Master Plan is
attached to this testimony (Item 3) and the full report has been emailed to Committee Counsel.
From the Kimball report and my more detailed description of the future NG911 network at the
last meeting, it will be obvious to you that the transition being described is technologically
complex and must be implemented carefully. It is also critical that implementation be done
on a coordinated, statewide basis with significant interaction with our neighboring states as
well. For these reasons, considerable time has been devoted to this topic by the ESC3, and this
is why its meetings have been so frequent.
While the Kimball Master Plan was commissioned to provide the framework to begin this
effort, it also enabled the ESC3 (through ITD) to apply for a federal ENHANCE 911 Act
Grant. North Dakota’s grant allocation was $500,000, however based on our NG911 Master
Plan the ESC3 submitted two proposals last summer – one for the base amount and another
suggesting the investment of up to $1.8 million. North Dakota, because of our successful joint
effort on the Wireless 911 implementation (6th State in the Nation), our proactive investment in
a NG911 Master Plan, and our ability to demonstrate that all ESCS fee revenue is dedicated to
emergency communications, we were awarded $912,000 for implementation – essentially
shifting over $400,000 from other states that had not been as proactive and well-organized.
Unfortunately, the Master Plan analysis estimates, on the high end, the transition costs at more
than $13 million. This amount is a bit overwhelming when considering that counties, over the
last 8 years, spent about $2.4 million annually in payments to phone companies for the existing
911 infrastructure.
North Dakota has until September of 2012 to expend the grant funds, and the ESC3 is
committed to a thorough analysis of our options before expenditures are made. As noted
above, we must be interactive with surrounding states to meet the federal goals, and they in
turn must be inactive with their neighbors. This effectively requires nationwide standards –
most of which are still in development. The final attachment (Item 4) illustrates the progress
being made on the national standards. A few states (notably Minnesota) have started their
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transition and have let contracts for implementation – requiring vendors to ensure compliance
with the future standards.
The next steps for the ESC3 will be to receive presentations from state technology experts
within North Dakota as well as Minnesota and possibly Montana. We then anticipate
requesting information (possibly in the form of RFIs) from telecommunication vendors. Only
after consideration of this information will we move to the design of a North Dakota-specific
implementation plan. As the federal funds must be used for “implementation” and cannot be
used for “planning”, we anticipate that much of this front-end work will need to be done by the
ESC3 – the members of which have full-time jobs elsewhere.
As a group however, the ESC3 is committed to a smooth transition to a robust yet costeffective infrastructure that can serve the emergency needs of North Dakota’s citizens at least
as long as the current network has been in place.
Thank you for this opportunity to present this information, and I look forward to further
presentations as the ESC3 continues its work.
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Item 1
57-40.6-12. Emergency services communications coordinating committee -Membership -- Duties.
1. The governing body of a city or county, which adopted a fee on assessed
communications services under this chapter, shall make an annual report of the income,
expenditures, and status of its emergency services communication system. The annual
report must be submitted to the emergency services communications coordinating
committee. The committee is composed of four members, one appointed by the North
Dakota 911 association, one appointed by the North Dakota association of counties, one
appointed by the chief information officer of the state, and one appointed by the adjutant
general to represent the division of state radio.
2. The committee shall:
a. Recommend to the legislative management changes to the operating standards for
emergency services communications, including training or certification standards for
dispatchers;
b. Develop guidelines regarding the allowable uses of the fee revenue collected under this
chapter;
c. Request, receive, and compile reports from each governing body on the use of the
proceeds of the fee imposed under this chapter, analyze the reports with respect to the
guidelines, file its report with the legislative council by November first of each evennumbered year regarding the use of the fee revenue, and recommend to the legislative
assembly the appropriate maximum fee allowed by section 57-40.6-02;
d. Periodically evaluate chapter 57-40.6 and recommend changes to the legislative
management; and
e. Serve as the governmental body to coordinate plans for implementing emergency 911
services and internet protocol enabled emergency applications for 911.
3. The committee may initiate and administer statewide agreements among the governing
bodies of the local governmental units with jurisdiction over an emergency 911 telephone
system to coordinate the procurement of equipment and services, fund the research,
administration, and activities of the committee, and contract for the necessary staff support
for committee activities.

Emergency Services Communications Coordinating Committee Members
Jerry Bergquist, Chairman – Stutsman County 911 Coordinator
Appointed by the North Dakota 911 Association
Mike Lynk, Vice Chairman – Director of State Radio
Appointed by the Adjutant General to represent the State Radio Division
Terry Traynor, Secretary – NDACo Assistant Director
Appointed by the North Dakota Association of Counties
Mike Ressler – Deputy CIO & ITD Director
Appointed by the Chief Information Officer of the State
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Item 2
2009 911 Cost/Revenue Survey
This page is intended to gather Special ESCS (911) Fund activity only (the next page will get into total
expenditures)
1. Name or names of all 911 jurisdictions for which
this survey applies (i.e. Grant Co., Lake Region-5)

2. Enter name of contact person if there are
questions regarding the survey information.

3. Enter amount (Fund Balance) of the dedicated emergency services communication system (911)
fund carried into CY2009 from CY2008. (Total of landline and wireless if kept separate).

4. Enter 911 LANDLINE revenue collected in CY2009.

5. Enter 911 WIRELESS (cellular) revenue collected in CY2009.

6. Enter other revenue (if any) credited to the special 911 fund in CY2009 from interest or any other
source.

7. Enter amount (Fund Balance) of the dedicated emergency services communication system (911)
fund carried into CY2010 from CY2009. (Total of landline and wireless if kept separate).

8. Enter the total amount of dedicated ESCS (911) funds expended in CY2009. Should equal Beginning
Balance (Q3) plus revenues (Q4+Q5+Q6) minus Ending Balance Q7.

9. Explain specific plans for current fund balance (if any), or include other comments that may clarify
fund balance and revenue information on this page.

Next >>
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ESCS Funds

Other Funds
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Total Funds

Item 3
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Item 4

Status of Major NENA NG9-1-1 Standards and Documents

Item#

Green indicates published documents
Yellow indicates 4Q 2009 and 1Q 2010
Red indicates 2Q-4Q 2010

Content
Completion
Degree
Date
Complete (ready for
12/14/2009
review)

Document or Task Areas

1 08-502: NENA Generic E9-1-1 Requirements, Issue 1, July 2004
08-751 v1 i3 Requirements (Long Term Definition)
08-752: Location Information to Support IP-Based Emergency Services, Issue 1, 2006
3 (TID)
7 Functional and Interface Standards for NG9-1-1 (i3) 08-002 v1
11 Synchronizing GIS with MSAG & ALI 71-501 v1
12 NENA Registry System 70-001 v1
13 NG9-1-1 Additional Data 71-001 v1
20 Virtual PSAP Management
04-001: NENA Recommended Generic Standards for NG9-1-1 PSAP Equipment, Version
4 1
41 Policy Whitepapers (there may be others)

5
9
15
32
35
40
42
55

19

published
published

published
published

All
LTD

100%

published

published

LTD

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

published
published
published
published
published

published
published
published
published
published

LTD
NGDD
NGDD
NGDD
NGI

80%

Final 04/2010
SEE CELL NOTE
SEE CELL NOTE

CPE

3Q 2009

90%

Jan-10

plus 45 days

Ops Rqmts

08-003 IP Functions and Interfaces (i3) Stage 3 Design
Building Policy Rules for Call Routing and Handling in NG9-1-1
Human Machine Interface (HMI) Specs For PSAP Eqpt
NG9-1-1 Security Standard
NGPP NG9-1-1 PPT - update current PPT (in use)
Policy Implementation Handbook
ICE Reports (date for first ICE session release of report) More to follow in 2010

99%
100%
95%
99%
25%
85%
100%

Dec-09
Dec-09
Jan 2010
12/11/09
Jan 2010
Jan 2010
Dec-09

LTD
NGBR
NGI
NG-SEC
RH & NGPP
NGPP
ICE WG

95%

1Q 2010

60%
99%

1Q 2010
Jan 2010

Mar-10
plus 45 days
plus 45 days
plus 45 days
plus 45 days
plus 45 days
published
Original
published
plus 45 days
plus 45 days

85% for
both docs

1Q 2010

plus 45 days

NGDD

95%
30%

1Q2010
2Q 2010

plus 45 days

NGDD

0%
70%

plus 45 days
plus 45 days

NGBR
NGDD

plus 45 days

NGDD

plus 45 days

NGDD

plus 45 days

NGI

10%
70%

Mar 2010
Jan 2010
needed by
3/31/2010
needed by
3/31/2010
needed by
3/31/2010
1Q 2010
1Q-2Q 2010

plus 45 days
plus 45 days

10%

1Q - 3Q 2010 plus 45 days

Guidelines for Managing NG9-1-1 Databases

0%

Error Management and Auditing for NG9-1-1 Databases

5%
20%

NGPP

LTD
ESIND, NGI
LTD

70%

1Q 2010

plus 45 days

NGPP
NGTPC
Ops, NGPP, EAB,
APCO and others
NGTPC

Update current SOP documents to address changed and added NG9-1-1 functionality

5%

2Q 2010

plus 45 days

NGI

Roles and Responsibilities, others to be defined

0%

2Q 2010

Documents not yet defined
Beta Test Results Reports
NENA Certification Program for NG9-1-1 Components
Documents not yet defined
As appropriate for new information
First Application Test Results Reports

0%
5%
5%
10%

2Q 2010
2Q 2010
late 2010
3Q 2010
3Q 2010
4Q 2010

Many documents and delivery methods
65
80 NGTPC document (will be followed by others)

30
31
90
60
81
100
110

100%
100%

100%

Several support documents needed prior to Beta test
22
43 Policy Implementation Strategy for Enabler Groups
50 Various NGTPC documents expected in 2010 (First cases in 1Q 2010 timeframe)
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Primary Work
Group(s)

58-001: NENA IP-Capable PSAP Minimum Operational Requirements Standard, Issue 2,
June 9, 2007 - REVISION TO INCLUDE USDOT ITEMS; expands to both System and
PSAP

08-751: NENA i3 TRD, Issue 1, September, 2006
2
6 ESIND document (number not yet assigned)
8 08-002 IP Functional and Interface Standards for
NG9-1-1 (i3) v2
Consolidated Location Data Elements
Doc #1: NENA Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) Civic Location Data Exchange Format
(CLDXF) Standard
Doc #2: FGDC-NENA Profile (Shows which parts of the FGDC Std relate to which parts
of the NENA/PIDF-LO. Relates NENA/PIDF civic location terms to the address elements
and attributes defined in the Content Part of the FGDC standard. Extends & restricts
10 the FGDC standard to conform to NENA/PIDF location specs.
Location Validation/ECRF
Doc #1: 02-010, V9, GIS Data Model Version 2
Doc #2: ECRF/LVF DB Implementation & Maintenance (title could change 14 placeholder)
16 Guidelines for Managing Policy Rules in NG9-1-1
17 PSAP Guide to GIS Technology
18

Expected
Publication
Date*

0%

SEE CELL
NOTE
plus 45 days
plus 45 days
plus 45 days
plus 45 days
plus 45 days

NGI
TBD
Joint Tech/Ops
[Future]
Ops with NGTPC
All
Joint Tech/Ops

* "Expected Publication Date" means the first approved document for a topic, recognizing that many documents
will be updated in 2010 or beyond.
ABBREVIATIONS
CPE
EAB
ESIND
ICE WG
LTD
NGBR

DESCRIPTION
Customer Premise Equipment
Education Advisory Board
Emergency Services IP Network Design
Industry Collabration Event
Long Term Definition (i3)
Next Generation Business Rules
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ABBREVIATIONS
DESCRIPTION
NGDD
Next Generation Data Development
NGI
Next Generation Integration
NGPP
Next Generation Partner Program
NG-SEC
Next Generation-Security
NGTPC
Next Generation Transition Planning Comm.
RH
Roger Hixson

An emergency 911 telephone call must be answered by a dispatcher who has
completed training through an association of public safety communications officials
course or equivalent course. An emergency 911 dispatch center is required to offer
emergency medical dispatch instructions on all emergency medical calls. Prearrival
instructions must be offered by a dispatcher who has completed an emergency
medical dispatch course approved by the division of emergency health services.
Prearrival medical instructions may be given through a mutual aid agreement.
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